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In October 2016, authorities from 40 different government
departments, including the National Development and Reform
Commission (NDRC), the People's Bank of China (PBOC), the
General Administration of Customs (GAC), jointly signed a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) on implementing joint
incentives for customs advance certified enterprises (ACEs). The
MOU signals the enhancement of China's compliance promotion in
the import/export sector, and ACEs will enjoy more preferential
treatment offered by various government authorities.
Background
In the late 1980s, China’s customs authorities introduced a
classification system for import/export enterprises based on their
compliance records. The system has evolved in line with changes in
the domestic economy and the needs of businesses. Revised rules
that became effective on 1 December 2014 (GAC Order No. 225)
conformed China’s practices to international standards and
categorized enterprises into three types:
•
•
•

Certified enterprises (including ACEs and General Certified
Enterprises (GCEs));
General Credit Enterprises; and
Discredited Enterprises.

Each of the above enterprises is subject to different customs
administrative measures that are designed to promote compliance.
In particular, ACEs can be recognized as Authorized Economic
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Operators (AEOs) by jurisdictions that have concluded an
agreement with China to grant reciprocal preferential customs
treatment (e.g. expedited customs clearance with fewer
inspections) to AEOs.
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The central government has called for coordinated efforts from
various government departments. As part of these efforts,
government authorities (e.g. the GAC, the State Administration of
Taxation (SAT), etc.) have signed 11 MOUs that introduce crossdepartment initiatives, under which an enterprise with a solid
regulatory compliance record with one government department will
be eligible for preferential policies from other departments; by
contrast, an enterprise with a poor compliance record will be blacklisted by all government departments. Three of the MOUs aim to
provide joint preferential policies and eight aim to impose
coordinated punitive measures on certain enterprises. More MOUs
are expected in the future.
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Highlights of MOU on ACEs
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Joint preferential policies
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According to the MOU, 40 government authorities will provide 49
preferential policies to ACEs, including the following:
Preferential policies
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

“Green channel” for administrative
procedures that allow an application to be
accepted tentatively even if the application
is missing certain information/documents;
Priority in applying for special construction
project fund support;
Priority in applying to purchase electricity
directly from power plants (rather than
from the power distributor);
Reduction in financing costs;
Accelerated handling of formalities when
applying for issuing bonds overseas;
Simplified import/export certification
procedures in government investment
projects; and
Fewer random audits for large projects

Relevant
authority
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•

Priority processing of administrative
formalities (e.g. issuance of a “certificate
of production capacity for processing trade
enterprises”) and reduced processing times

Ministry of
Commerce

•

Priority in approving loans from banks and
financial institutions; and
Inclusion of good credit records in financial
credit information databases

PBOC, Banking
Regulatory
Commission

Priority in approving establishment of
securities firms, fund management firms,
futures and insurance companies, etc.; and
Relaxed measures for establishing
insurance intermediary institutions

Security
Regulatory
Commission,
Insurance
Regulatory
Commission

•

•
•
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Preferential policies
•

Priority in obtaining government funding

•

Preferential treatment when applying for special VAT invoices (as
equivalent to A-category taxpayers);
Green channel for administrative formalities;
Preferential treatment in export VAT refund issues (as equivalent to
I-category enterprises); and
Elimination of verification requirement of VAT invoices for VAT
general taxpayers

•
•
•

Relevant authority
Ministry of Finance
SAT

•

Reduction of random inspections for marketing supervision purposes

State Administration of
Industry and Commerce
(SAIC)

•
•

Fewer port inspections and quarantines; and
Priority in applying for an exemption from the mandatory certificate

General Administration of
Quality and Inspection

•

Priority treatment for participation in the pilot program to facilitate
foreign exchange receipts and payments in trading and investments

State Administration of
Foreign Exchange (SAFE)

Information sharing
Using the existing national credit information sharing platform, the NDRC has set up a new system under
which a list of ACEs will be shared among the government departments and will be made available to the
public. The NDRC and GAC will be provided with information on a regular basis on preferential policies
offered to ACEs by other government departments.
Monitoring
The GAC will continue to monitor the compliance status of enterprises in their import and export
activities. Other government authorities can provide feedback to the NDRC and GAC through the national
credit information sharing platform about any noncompliance they identify in other areas and propose
that the preferential policies be discontinued. The information sharing platform will enable the authorities
to ascertain whether an ACE has been noncompliant in other areas, and preferential policies will not be
offered to an ACE if it has been black-listed by other government departments as a result of
noncompliance.
Preferential customs policies available to ACEs
In addition to the preferential policies offered by various government authorities, the scope of customs
preferential treatment for an ACE is expanded. The 10 areas of customs preferential treatment for an
ACE in the MOU are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Customs clearance before the settlement of certain customs issues (e.g. tariff classification,
valuation, country of origin etc.);
Fewer and less stringent customs inspections;
Simplified document reviews;
Priority import/export clearance;
Assignment of a coordinating official by a local customs office;
Elimination of cash deposit requirements for conducting processing trade relief;
Adoption of monthly consolidated filing for import tax purposes;
Acceptance of a declaration of origin under a relevant free trade agreement;
Expedited customs treatment by countries participating in the AEO program; and
Other preferential treatment.

Since China has reciprocal recognition of AEOs for ACEs with the EU, Hong Kong, Korea and Singapore, it
is expected that the inspection rates in these jurisdictions will reduce by more than 50% for goods from
Chinese ACEs, and the time spent in customs clearance should drop by more than 30% on average. As a
result, an ACE will benefit from preferential customs policies, as will a global supply chain involving the
ACE.
Classification adopted by various government departments
Various government authorities have started to adopt a classification approach:
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The cooperation among the government authorities means that a company's ranking in one area will
affect its ranking in another. For example, to qualify for a I-category export enterprise, a trading
company must be an ACE or a GCE. A discredited enterprise will be classified as a IV-category export
enterprise. Companies will need to be aware of their rankings in all relevant areas to ensure eligibility for
preferential policies.

Deloitte recommendations
1. Improve internal control systems and apply for recognition as an ACE
Affected companies should consider applying for ACE status in order to benefit from the preferential
policies offer by various government departments. To qualify, a series of conditions as set out in Order
225 must be fulfilled in relation to internal controls, financial status, compliance records and trade
security.
2. Conduct regular self-assessments
Even when a company is recognized as an ACE, it still should conduct regular self-assessments to be
sure that it remains in compliance. A company will be downgraded if certain noncompliance factors are
identified, and that information will be publicly available for five years. An ACE must be recertified every
three years and a GCE will be subject to a recertification on a random basis.
3. Take remedial measures where necessary
When a company is downgraded to general credit enterprise or discredited enterprise status, it should
conduct a thorough analysis to develop a remedial action plan and communicate with the relevant
authorities to demonstrate its willingness and capability to recover its compliance rating.

4. Leverage information technology to improve efficiency of the internal control system
Affected businesses should consider using information technology to monitor their financial and business
performance, identify any weaknesses in the existing system and control the risk of noncompliance. A
sound information system to enable a company to effectively track the business and import/export
activities is a prerequisite for a company to be recognized as an ACE.
5. Seek assistance from professionals firms
According to Order 225, Customs or the applicant can engage a qualified professional firm to conduct an
assessment on whether the applicant qualifies for ACE status. The assessment report issued by the firm
may be taken into account when customs determines the classification of the applicant.
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If you prefer to receive future issues by soft copy or update us with your new correspondence details, please notify Wandy
Luk by either email at wanluk@deloitte.com.hk or by fax to +852 2541 1911.
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